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ABSTRACT This paper deals with efficient computation of a

certain type of Nash-Cournot equilibria in multi-stage oligopoli-

es. The generic structure analyzed herein represents the case

when at any one stage a single homogeneous output is produced

that serves as the only input to the subsequent stage. Thus at

each intermediate level in the production process several non-

cooperative firms competitively buy appropriate quantities of one

single input, transform these quantities, and then, A. la Cournot,

sell their homogeneous output further on. Eventually, at the

final stage a finished product emerges to satisfy competitive

demand. For such interrelated markets, suffering from imperfect

competition, we propose to find non-cooperative equilibria by a

dynamic programming approach. When cost are quadratic and final

demand is linear it is shown that one backward recursion followed

by a forward sweep, produces equilibrium solutions. This

provides a facility to analyze issues on integration and mergers.

1. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this paper is to find equilibrium outcomes in in-

dustries composed of noncooperative firms where production

proceeds through several stages. For simplicity we focus on the

case involving single input-output and material balance through-

out a sequential transformation process. To fix ideas one may

think of the distribution of a single good via intermediate

oligopolistic markets to satisfy final demand. We emphasize that

firms need not be (vertically) integrated. However, effects of
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integration and mergers (or incentives in such directions) can

easily be analyzed within our framework, see Greenhut and Ohta

[1976], [1979], Perry [1978], Haring and Kaserman [1978].

At any event, firms specializing in some production stage(s),

will demand input from the preceding stage and convert this to a

good needed one step further down-stream. Similar firms thus

confront one another in the markets for input and output. To

simplify we shall focus on the case where firms behave as if they

were competitive (i.e. strategic dummies) in input markets and

oligopolistic only with respect to output.

Our interest lies in finding production levels that will persist

under individual attempts to reoptimize. More precisely, we seek

stable outcomes in the sense that no single firm would regret its

activities given the choice of all rivals. Such configurations,

called Nash noncooperative equilibria, lies at the heart of a

voluminous literature in economics, mathematical programming and

operations research. If firms were totally integrated along the

production stream, this paper would add little to celebrate the

150th anniversary of Cournot [1838]. However, contributions to

multi-stage oligopoly theory are of recent date, see Salant et

al. [1983], Waterson [1982], Sherali and Leleno [1987]. Also

refer to Haurie and Breton [1985].

We also pursue this new direction, our concern being mainly with

algorithms. The novelty here is to demonstrate that important

problem instances may be easily solved by recursive computation
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of equilibria in the constituent single-stage oligopolies.

The idea is simple. In general, any oligopoly located at one

stage in the production line who faces a demand curve for its

product will generate a (derived, competitive) demand curve for

input from the preceding stage. This simple observation lends

itself to a dynamic programming argument. Section 3 and 4 spell

out the details. There we bring to fore the amenable case when

the derived demand curve at some stage can be identified com-

pletely just by means of one equilibrium realization conditioned

upon an arbitrary price for inputs. More generally, we show that

derived demand for input is piece-wise linear provided product

demand is of the same sort and costs are quadratic. Consequent-

ly, under such hypothesis, we need only estimate few points on

the derived curve and associated slopes in order to advance our

calculus one step up-stream. Ultimately we find the first stage

demand curve and thereby the first stage equilibrim price.

Proceeding from this price a single forward sweep furnishes

equilibrium quantities and market clearing prices in all down-

stream oligopolies.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a formal

version of the model and lays the foundation for using dynamic

programming. Section 3 characterizes equilibria and exhibits the

optimality conditions that are used in Section 4 to compute

derived demand functions. Section 5 terminates with some

remarks.
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2. THE MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES 

This section formalizes the decision problem of each firm, and

goes on to discuss existence, characterization and uniqueness of

equilibria.

At each stage t e (1,2,...,T), firm i e I t ,	 < + co , will

avail itself with inputs x°it _ i � 0 at unit cost pt_ i	0, in

order to produce and sell a single homogenous output in quan-

tities xit at price pt 0. For notational simplicity we assume

that x°it _ i = xit , although a linear transformation

xit = aitx°it_i

with ait > 0, can easily be accomodated.

The initial price pc) is given. With no loss of generality we set

it equal to zero. Prices pi ,...,pT are endogenous and must have

the property that all markets are cleared. Precisely how prices

are determined in practice will not occupy our attention.

Indeed, as Cournot himself we shall leave the actual process of

of price formation in some obscurity.

The analysis relies on the following construction. Final demand

is governed by a specified inverse law PT (.). Conceive now of

the input price pT .. 1 as a given parameter. Then non-cooperative

optimization, that is to say, the (alleged unique) Nash-Cournot

equilibrium of the (parametrized) last stage oligopoly, yields a

derived demand XT_ 1 (pT_ 1 ) for inputs. We invert this relation to

have the (inverse) schedule PT_1(.)•
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This essentially reduces the hierarchical game from T to T-1

stages, because PT-1 ( • ) is the only down-stream information firms

at stage T-1 need. With PT-I( • ) perfectly known we then treat

pT .. 2 as a parameter to let (T-1)-stage equilibria generate the

derived schedule PT- 2 ( • ), and so on.

This backward recursion continues until finally P 1 ( . ) is listed

as an extensive catalogue. Then time has come to solve the first

stage oligopoly to find equilibrium quantities xt i , i e I I , the

associated aggregate supply

X* : 7-7 E	 xii
ieI 1

and the quilibrium prices

Pt = Pt(X*)
	

t = 1,...,T.

Since the X * is known to prevail at all stages, it is relatively

easy now to find xI t , ieI t , t > 1, as being zero or a root of

the optimality equation

pt - pt_i + Pt (X
* 
)xit - c it (xit ) = 0,

where cit (xit ) is the production cost of firm i e It.

To reiterate, we say that

xit ? 0, i e I t , t e (1,...,T) with aggregate supply X*at all

stages, is a multi-stage, semi-competitive Cournot equilibrium if
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for each stage t e (1,...,T), the production levels xt t , i e It,

constitute a non-cooperative solution for the oligopoly located

there provided this oligopoly faces derived demand P t ( • ) and must

pay a unit price P t _ 1 (X* ) for inputs.

This definition begs several questions. Above all, when is

existence of an equilibrium ensured, and if so, how can it be

found? In order to adress these questions the rest of this paper

is devoted first, to technical issues that we glossed over so

far, and second, to make the above scheme computationally

tractable.

3 EXISTENCE AND CHARACTERIZATION OF EQUILIBRIA 

The decision problem of a firm i e I t , t e {1,...,T}, is to

(3.1)	 maximize xit [Pt (Xt )-pt_ i ] - cit(xit)

subject to xit	 0. Here

Xt : = E xit
icIt

is the aggregate output at stage t. In order to focus on

essentials, let us consider the generic problem of a single

oligopolist:

(3.2)	 maximize xP(X +x) - c(x) over x	 0,
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where X , the aggregate supply of rivals, and total supply X are

related by

X: = X + x.

Clearly, (3.1) is a particular instance of (3.2) with

P = Pt,
	 x = xit ,	 c(x) = cit (x) + Pt-lx,	 and X = Xt.

3.1. Existence of multi-stage equilibria.

Let us first turn to existence of single-stage equilibria. As in

more general non-cooperative games it suffices that each firm's

profit be quasi-concave and upper semi-continuous in its own

output (provided, of course, some compactness or coercivity

condition comes into play).

Usually concavity properties of the objectives are ensured by

imposing conditions on demand and cost functions separately. In

this respect the following example is interesting. Suppose

XP'(X) is decreasing and P is twice continuously differentiable,

strictly decreasing on [0,0o ). Then Murphy et.al. [1982] show

that for each X_ ? 0,

xP(X_+x)

is strictly concave in x on [0, c0 ). Thus, under these hypothesis,

it would complete the scenario, using concave criteria, to

require that cost be convex functions. However, Novshek [1985]
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has recently demonstrated that it is really not necessary to go

that far. As long as XP'(X) decreases if suffices for existence

that demand and cost functions are differentiable and monotone.

Coming now to the multi-stage problem, the crucial point is what

features a derived demand curve will inherit from down-stream

cost and demand functions. It is generally known that optimizat-

ion tends to destroy smoothness properties. Thus in general it

seems not wise to expect much more than Lipschitz continuity of

derived demand. This will also be confirmed and brought out by

the subsequent development. For now we shall circumvent all of

these difficulties by considering only a special, but important

case.

PROPOSITION 1. Suppose final demand P T ( • ) is linear decreasing 

and all cost functions c it , ieI t , t	 2 are quadratic convex.
Also suppose that all firms are active and that there exists a 
quantity X- > 0 such that 

(3.3)	 cit(X-)	 PT(X-) for all ieI t ,	 t	 1.

Then a multi-stage equilibrium will exist provided cu. , ieI l are

all monotone differentiable, or all convex.

PROOF. It is shown in Section 4 that all derived demand functi-

ons Pt , tc(1,...,T} are linear decreasing. Thus existence of a

first stage equilibrium is granted by features of P 1 and by

Novshek's result [1985], or alternatively by the concavity of

individual profit functions at stage 1. Condition (3.3) serves
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to bound solutions to the interval [0, IIT IX - ] since no

final stage firm will find it profitable to produce more than X.

3.2. Characterization of equilibria.

First we point out that the non-negativity constraint x � 0 in

(3.2) can reasonably be dropped. Towards this suppose that any

price function P(•) considered in this paper is non-negative and

non-increasing. We may extend both functions P( • ) and c( • ) in

(3.2) to be defined for negative arguments without violating the

natural condition that P( . ) still be non-negative, non-increasing

and c( . ) be strictly decreasing over (-00,0]. (Also, with no

loss, let these extensions be say, twice differentiable over (-

00,0]). After this modification of the givens in problem (3.2),

the profit mentioned there will increase over (-00,0]. This is so

because increasing x- < 0 to x � 0, implies, with p: = P(X_+x)

and p- : = P(X_+x - ), that profit changes by the amount

[xp-c(x)] - [x-p--c(x-)]

c(x- )-c(x) + (x-x - )p + x- (p-p- ) > 0.

The upshot of this is that (3.2) may equivalently be replaced by

its unconstrained version

(3.4)	 maximize rt(X_,x): = xP(X_+x) - c(x).
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This replacement entails obvious analytical advantages.

Specifically, provided some weak form of smoothness, the necess-

ary optimality condition of (3.2) now becomes

(3.5)	 0 e 3301(X!,x*)

where ax denotes the generalized partial gradient (set) in the

sense of Clarke 11983). In fact, since P, as previously remark-

ed, is in general not differentiable, nonsmooth analysis seems to

offer the appropriate set of tools.

(3.5) can be reformulated in a variational sense, namely that

(3.6)	 n'(X*,x*;x-x*) < 0 for all x > 0,

where the left hand side of (3.6) denotes a generalized directio-

nal derivative (with respect to x) at x* in the direction x-x*.

This reformulation leads us to recognize (3.6) as a sufficient 

condition whenever n is pseudo-concave in x, see Bazaraa and

Shetty [1979). (3.6) also bears on existence and uniqueness of

equilibria. To see this, denote by I the set of firms forming

the single-stage oligopoly in question, and let

(3.7)	 m(x): = (axini(K-i,xi))icI

be the (possibly non-unique) vector of marginal revenues ani

evaluated at x = (xi ) ici with X_ i being the aggregate supply of

firm i's rivals.
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If m(•), as defined in (3.7), is (strictly) monotone in the sense

that for all x,	 0, x R we have

(3.8)	 < m(x)-m(R), x-R> 5. 0	 (< 0, respectively),

then existence is granted (again under compactness assumptions),

and moreover, uniqueness will follow from strict monotonicity,

see Auslender [1976]. We refer to Harker [1986] for conditions

on demand and cost functions that yield monotonicity, and to

Harker, Pang [1987] for a review of the variational inequality

approach.

We now conclude this section by stating some of the above results

in a form needed for our purposes.

PROPOSITION 2. Suppose all derived demand curves and all cost 

functions are such that individual (derived) profits are partia-

lly differentiable in the sense of nonsmooth analysis. Also 

suppose that individual profits are strictly pseudo-concave or 

alternatively, that marginal profits are strictly monotone as in

(3.7). Then for each input price p t_ i	0 at stage te(1 ..... T)

there exists a unique Cournot equilibrium at that stage satisf y

-ing the system 

(3.9)	 OePt(Xt)-pt_i + Pit(Xt)xit-cit(xit)

where Xt = E xit is the aggregate supply.
ieIt
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Thus ()q t. ) is an equilibrium with aggregate supply X * = E 41
if and only if 
	 jell

(3.10)	 0 e Pt (X* )-Pt_1(X*)+P(X*)xtt-cit(xtt)

for all ieI t , t21, with Po E 0.

Remark. (3.9) says grosso modo that marginal revenue equals the

cost of input. We observe that under the hypothesis of Prop. 2,

derived demand Xt (pt _ i ) is well defined.

COROLLARY. We posit the assumption of Prop. 1 with cu. , ieIl
being convex. Then (x li ,t ) is an equilibrium if and only if 

equation system (3.10) is satisfied. Moreover, this solution is 

unique. 

PROOF. Again, as shown in Section 4, all derived demand functi-

ons Pt , te(1,...,T) are linear decreasing. Then all individual

profit functions are easily seen to be strictly concave, hence

strictly pseudo-concave. m
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4. DERIVED DEMAND CURVES.

In this section we make explicit how derived demand can efficien-

tly be identified.

Right at the ouset we remark that, in principle, it is possible

to tabulate Pt .. 1 ( • ) by solving for the stage t Cournot equi-

librium (xit(pt..1))ieit (supposed here to be unique) as a

function of input price pt_ i , then summing to get a (supposedly

decreasing) aggregate demand

Xt (pt_ i ) = E xit (Pt-1)
ieIt

However, this laborious task should be reduced by exploiting the

fact that for specified p t_ i , both Xt (pt ... 1 ) and its derivative

can often be asessed simultaneously with no extra effort.

Indeed, referring back to (3.9) let us suppose that this inclus-

ion is satisfied as an equation with P t piecewise linear and cit

quadratic. For given input price pt _ l , denote by It (Pt-1) the

set of firms i e I t that face zero right-hand marginal profit.

Then (3.9) takes on the form

(4.0) Pt (X) - Pt-1 + P+t (X)xit - c' it (xit ) = 0

where P 4-t (X) denotes the right hand derivative of P t at X.

Firms in It( Pt-1) will not increase their production unless

inputs become cheaper. Thus, upon differentiating (4.0) with

respect to Pt-1 from the left, we obtain
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+ "+ (Pt-c it )xit = 0

where Xt - , xit - denote left hand derivatives. Assume that Pt -
II

cit < 0, which is quite reasonable since Pt � 0, c'I t	 0, and

let

(4.2)	 (Pt
	 = E 1/(Pt-ct)•

icIt(Pt-1)

Now divide (4.1) by Pt - 4t and sum over icI t (pt _ i ) to yield

(Pt -Pt/q	 (P- t	 = 0,

i .e.

(P-t

(4.3) Xt -=  

(P- tPt 	 1

The argument leading to (4.3) focused on firms that enjoy

profitable production or are just about to do so. That is to

say, their right hand marginal profit is actually zero. By

contrast, when seeking the right hand derivative of X t , no

currently inactive firm should contribute to the sum in (4.2).

Specifically,

(4.4) Xl-t = et/(etP-Oxt ) + 1)

where et is defined as in (4.2) but with the sum extending only

over currently active firms.
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The right hand sides of (4.3) and (4.4) are piecewise constant.

This is a consequence of the following facts: One-sided deri-

vatives of the demand function are themselves piecewise constant,

all c are constant, and finally, the sums in question (e.g.

(4.2)) range over piecewise invariant subsets of I t . The upshot

of all this is that at some treshold prices p t _ i the curve

Xt (pt_ i ) will change its slope. Such tresholds coincide with

points where Pt (.) is kinked, or they stem from the exit or entry

of some firm ieI t . Thus Xt is not globally linear, but rather

only piecewise so.

We notice that any slope given by (4.3) or (4.4) is negative.

Thus the derived inverse demand is strictly downward sloping.

Here it is appropriate to inquire about further curvature

properties of derived demand. For this suppose that Pt (.) is

convex. Being also piecewise linear the convexity amounts to the

statement that

Pt+ � Pt -

which implies

> cp -

and, most important,

Xt+ � Xt-,

saying that Xt is also convex.

We summarize these findings in the following

PROPOSITION 3 Suppose final demand of any oligopoly is piecewise

linear strictly decreasing and individual costs are quadratic. 

Then competitive derived demand for inputs to that oligopoly is 
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also piecewise linear strictly decreasing. If final demand in 

addition is convex, then derived demand is also so. 

Kinks of the latter curve are explained by entry and exit of 

individual firms or by nonsmoothness of final demand. 

Derived demand is linear in the particular case when final demand

is also linear and all firms are active. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS.

Viewed with an eye towards applications the model presented here

has the weakness that no firm realizes and utilizes its market

power when buying inputs. If indeed it did, equation (3.9) would

no longer be valid. Also, the dynamic programming approach would

have to be modified.

For computational reasons we have focused on the case with linear

final demand and quadratic cost functions. If such conditions

are not met, one might start out by linearizing final demand and

by approximating cost functions to second order around some

consistent reference trajectories. In the next iteration these

functional approximations would be updated around the equilibrium

solution just computed. To analyze convergence of such procedures

refer to Harker, Pang [1987] and the references therein.
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